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As a professor of graduate studies in ministry for Creighons Christian Spirituality masters program and the Academy for Spiritual Formation, Wright specializes.
The handbook documents how the psychology of religion and spirituality is building on its theoretical and empirical foundation to encompass practice. The chapters in this handbook provide in-depth and varied perspectives of leading scholars and practitioners on the most vital questions in the field: What does it mean to say someone is religious or spiritual? Why are people religious and spiritual? The Christian Religion: A Theological and Psychological Review Richard Beck and Andrea D. Haugen. Atheists, Agnostics, and Apostates Heinz Streib and Constantin Klein. Charismatic Groups and Cults: A Psychological and Social Analysis Marc Galanter. In particular, Christian spirituality is associated with following the teachings of Jesus Christ or imitating his values. The main New Testament word for this is discipleship, which has two main elements. First, there is a call to personal transformation (conversion). Second, Christians are to continue the mission of Jesus to transform the world and to build the kingdom of a God of love. In that fundamental sense, Christian spirituality is inherently concerned with social transformation. In the Gospel of Matthew, this includes sharing in Jesus' work of forgiveness and healing. In the Gospel